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Esther Faciane Not every movie soundtrack has to go as hard as it does. The best soundtracks exist outside of the movie, giving you all the feelings you felt in a movie theater without drama. It's like a mixtape (just like a playlist) from your favorite movie for you. Here are 26 soundtracks, from the time honored classics of
Disney jams and some new contenders who know exactly which songs will go along for the perfect cinematic and musical experience. Advertising - Continue reading below 1 Rocketman (Music from the movie) Has any biopic ever been more joyful? Taron Egerton made Elton John hot again, and his covers made this
soundtrack an instant classic. 2 Guardians of the Galaxy: Awesome Mix Vol.1 Honestly, I don't know what pub trivia nights and cafes with board games would do without this Marvel movie soundtrack. Nerds around the world are embracing old people and I love that for us. 3 Inside Llewyn Davis: The original soundtrack
of the Coen Brothers' record knocked him out of the park with the soundtrack to O Brother Where Art Thou, and then completely surpassed itself with this. Let Oscar Isaac serenade you with folk songs... You deserve it.  4 The Big Chill - 15th anniversary: Original soundtrack to THE film OK Boomer... I can admit that this
soundtrack is a slap in the face. Motown is timeless, and even if this film is about a top middle class white yapping, every song on the soundtrack is a hit. 5 Purple Rain Does It Count? This is fully considered because the prince goes beyond all the rules. It's one of the best albums of all time and it's going to be a
soundtrack. 6 Parent Trap Preteen girls got two things from re-watching the trap of parents: exactly knowing how to nail that impressive BFF handshake, and love for Nat King Cole.   7 Mamma Mia! Here we go again The original film gave us an impressive commitment to Pierce Brosnan to sing terribly, but unfortunately
it's time to recognize that the soundtrack of the sequel is wayyyyyy better. Cher, anyone?! 8 A Star Is Born amazon.com Between Lady Gaga's ah-ah-ah-ah-ahhhh-ah-ah moment in Shallow and Bradley Cooper crooning his way into your heart, there was nothing more perfect in the second half of 2018 than this
soundtrack. Okay, Gaga also killed him on the red carpet.  9 Bodyguard amazon.com There's a very obvious reason why the bodyguard soundtrack remains the best-selling movie soundtrack of all time after 27 years: Whitney Houston (and a song that makes you cry every time, I'll always love you).  10 Romeo and Juliet
amazon.com When did you first fall in love with Leonardo DiCaprio? Was it when his strands of hair dangled on Radiohead's Talk Show Host, or when his Romeo flirted with Juliet Claire Danes through the aquarium during Des'ree's Kiss You at Capulet's Party? Both of these tracks, along with basically every song on this
must be cherished. As always, screaming on the cover of quindon Tarver is all free (to feel good). 11 Marie Antoinette 12 Black Panther amazon.com Next to Chadwick Boseman and Michael B. Jordan abs, Kendrick Lamar essentially had the most important role of the Black Panther: Creating a soundtrack that included
performances from the SSA, Schoolboy, Vince Staples, Anderson. Paak, and Kendrick himself, among others. Wakanda, and this soundtrack, forever. 13 Titanic amazon.com The only thing better than listening to Celine Dion My Heart will continue on the replay of the listening version, which is a remix of the dialogue
from the film on Back to the Titanic, the second soundtrack that was released about nine months after the Titanic soundtrack. Listen back to Titanic 14 Garden State amazon.com This candid and musical look inside the brain of zac Braff earned the actor and director a Grammy in 2005 for best compilation soundtrack
album for motion picture, television or other visual media. The album also sold more than 1.3 million copies, NBD, and made everyone feel a little better through Coldplay, The Shins and Imogen Heap's duo, Frou Frou. 15 Beauty and the Beast amazon.com If you're like me, you'd like to skip The Mafia Song every time
you listen to the Beauty and the Beast soundtrack. This is the point in the film where Gaston sings about killing the beast and Belle like that, that's not the point. Aside from that, this soundtrack still rules and Celine Dion and Phibault Bryson's Beauty and the Beast should surely be the duo you sing on your next karaoke
adventure. 16 Dirty Dancing amazon.com No one puts a child in a corner, and no one can ever deny the power of hearing Bill Medley's voice at the beginning of the (I had) time of my life with Jennifer Warnes.  17 Clueless amazon.com There's no better encyclopedia in the 90s than the soundtrack, which is the
quintessential addition to all things by Cher Horowitz and her flip phone. From the Beastie Boys to the Ravens, this compilation is all that's missing from the future '90s party you're going to quit. I can't wait for you to turn around with your friends. 18 Dreamgirls amazon.com soul Jennifer Hudson's crushing rendition And I
tell you that I'm not going to be a big part of this soundtrack and movie. Besides, all Beyonce's touches are instantly wonderful, right? 19 Frozen amazon.com While it doesn't matter to anyone how many times you've listened to the frozen soundtrack from start to finish, it's everyone's business that the sequel to the film
will finally be a reality in November 2019. So, what is this line about love being an open door? 20 Crazy Rich Asians amazon.com Crazy Rich Asians made film history in 2018, and the soundtrack was exceptionally delightful thanks to the cantopop classics and modern versions of Material Girl and Can't Help Falling in
Love. It was also that Cover yellow, which makes you cry every time. Nick and Rachel for life! 21 My Best Friend's Wedding amazon.com Hands Up If You Still Get Suffocated Watching Julia Roberts and Dermot Mulroney Dance on the Ferry as he sings As You Look Tonight. This version is not on the soundtrack, but
Tony Bennett, along with the restaurant version I say a little prayer. 22 Waiting to exhale amazon.com whitney Houston's film, another movie soundtrack of Fire, this time with songs written by Babyface. Joining Whitney on the trip were artists like Brandi, TLC, Aretha Franklin, and Toni Braxton. 23 Moana amazon.com
You can't go wrong with anything Lin-Manuel Miranda creates, so Moana's soundtrack is considered one of the best. Also, Alessia Cara How Far I'll Go is a great way to start any day. 24 Alumnus amazon.com Mrs Robinson, Simon and Garfunkel, and a young Dustin Hoffman who looked just fine in the late 1960s. 25
High School Musical amazon.com Wildcats, Sing Long! Wherever Troy, Gabriella, Sharpay, and their friends (in our imagination), it's nice to know that after all these years, we can still feel something while singing We're all in this together. 26 La La Land amazon.com The Great Debate about Jazz may have been weak
(and perhaps even embarrassing), but La La Land's quirky soundtrack with the oily voices of Emma Stone and Ryan Gosling can turn any frown upside down. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io September 23, 2013 2 min read If, as they say, a picture is worth 1000 words, what is a picture with its own soundtrack worth? This is what the people behind the new app called Mhoto want to know. Mhoto analyzes any picture and then creates a song that fits that
particular image. The app basically looks at the saturation of the image, the brightness and contrast of the levels and creates music that supposedly corresponds to the mood of the image. Sounds like a hockey? Here's how mhoto co-founder and CTO Daniel Ketteter explained this in an email: These characteristics
(color, shade, brightness, etc.) are sent to our sound engine, which interprets them as input performance. The sound engine is loaded with sounds, performances and other musical cues that allow it to compose a full song suitable for the mood of the photo. Hmm. Okay, so why would anyone want to match the music in
their photos? As Engadget noted, people can use Mhoto to analyze the avatars of your contacts and assign a unique ringtone to everyone. Ketteter seems convinced that the app Mhoto to create new ways to get photos wide. We will not only create consumer apps (monetized with ads) that use use technology, but will
also license it to other large and small companies, he said in an email. We also have a music publishing house in our home that will allow us to license the world's largest sound library for film, television and business presentations. Ketter says he is already in talks with companies such as HTC, Sony, Samsung, China
Mobile and Getty Images. To get a better understanding of what Mhoto is doing, check out the video demo from Engadget below. What crazy apps and gadgets have you come across lately? Let us know by emailing FarOutTech@entrepreneur.com or by telling us in the comments below. Music can play an important role
in business. People listen to it at work, being in the thick of the project. Teams use it to celebrate when the project comes together on time and within budget. And companies include it in advertising and marketing campaigns. What does success sound like to you? Fast Company would like to create the perfect playlist for
performance. What songs help to ignite your creative fire? What are you listening to to mark the end of a complex project? What kind of music do you hear in your head when planning for the future of your business or career? Send your soundtrack to success. Fast Company will consider all recommendations, offering
the best - and most fun and functional - music choices online in the future. Future.
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